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Welcome
Hello and Welcome to the second and 

Summer 2017 edition of Welcome 
Home, Avery Healthcare’s in-house 
magazine for all of our residents, 
staff, their families and friends and 
for everyone connected to our 

homes throughout the country.

Our in-house magazine is yet another 
look inside what we do at Avery and the people that make it 
special, both our residents and staff. You may already follow 
the daily comings and goings of a particular home via its 
Facebook page, Twitter feed or from the News Stories on the 
Avery website. If not, then we’d suggest that you take a look 
at these other windows into our world, to see just how our 
fantastic staff care for all of our residents and provide them 
with as an active and fulfilling lifestyle as possible.

We‘ve had some great feedback about our first Issue in 
the Spring, and how everyone enjoyed the range of articles 
and the insight into our service and our people. We’ve had 
suggestions on topics that readers would like to know more 
about, and will be covering this within this edition as well as 
subsequent issues. 

If you have any feedback, comment, or ideas that you 
would like to see discussed, then get involved and call the 
Marketing Team at Group Support Centre or e-mail us at 
welcomehome@averyhealthcare.co.uk. It would be great  
to hear from you.

We hope you continue to enjoy reading about Avery and how 
it cares.

Best regards,  
Mark.

Mark Danis
Commercial Director

Talkback
Welcome Home is your magazine. It’s a place to share your 
stories, your news and a place where together, we can share 
the success of what we fondly know as ‘The Avery Way’!

So let’s get sharing, please email us at 
welcomehome@averyhealthcare.co.uk
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Thank you for joining us again for the 
second issue of Welcome Home. 
We received a great amount of 
positive feedback from readers 
about our launch edition last quarter, 
and trust that you find this and future 

issues a good and informative read.

We are pleased that the magazine was so 
well received, and that it reflected the quality and care with which 
we approach all that we do. Everyone at Avery is passionate 
about delivering the highest quality in care, ensuring the most 
active, engaging and fulfilling lifestyle through our Well-being 
programme for our residents, and supporting our staff to realise 
their full potential and do the best in their caring work.

A clear result of this comes through in the Care Quality 
Commission (CQC) reports about our homes and service 
offering, and I am pleased to say that yet another Avery home 
(Crispin Court, in Stafford) has just been accredited as Good in 

All Categories by the regulator’s inspectors. Other Avery homes 
have also gained a Good assessment since the previous issue, 
and details of that are covered later in these pages.

The CQC has also gone as far as to confirm that, as a larger 
multi-site provider, at 83% Avery stands well above the market 
average of 73% in terms of the number of homes that carry 
a Good accreditation; clear evidence from the independent 
sector regulator that our quality and care is real and consistent, 
not just a promise and an ambition. We continue to strive to get 
the remaining few homes to this level and the staff are executing 
a plan to achieve this as soon as possible.

To be cared for by the best is all that we seek our residents to 
feel. To work with the best and for the best is all that we seek 
our staff to feel. We believe the regulator confirms we are well 
on track, although this track has no end point.

Yours, John
John Strowbridge, MD

 Bourn View
Avery’s latest new home opening is in Bournville  
in Birmingham, with Bourn View on the 
Bristol Road. Bourn View is part of a mixed 
care and health campus developed by the 
Bournville Village Trust. The Cadbury family 
was a major employer in the area from 
Victorian times and the Trust who owns the 
land has dedicated a large site for a variety 
of care facilities; there is an Extracare 
village for independent and assisted living, 
the new care home, Extracare apartments 
and day centre service to be completed in 2017.

Set well back from the road behind an impressive terraced 
formal garden with a running stream and on an elevated site, 
Bourn View is a contemporary design by the Bournville Village 
Trust Architects. Traditionally constructed methods with masonry 
walls, concrete floors and stairs with the barrel-vaulted roof over 
reception with standing seam zinc cladding providing a focal 
point of the design both inside and out.

Built by Seddons and costing an estimated £9m, the two-
storey building has each floor split into 2 units of 20 beds 
which are completely self-contained; a partial basement 
houses the kitchen, laundry, staff areas and plantroom. 
Each unit on both floors are separated by reception cafés 
and the first-floor units both benefit from an external terrace  
area to provide access to fresh air.

The interior design is contemporary in style and similar to a 
boutique hotel, with state of the art mechanical and electrical 
installations with extensive air conditioning. Bourn View has a 
large Cinema, Hair Salon and a Treatment/Doctors room. There 
are landscaped gardens to all sides with a number of ground 
floor bedrooms opening straight on to the patios; there are 
three courtyards with wander paths throughout the gardens with 
raised beds to encourage resident participation and enjoyment. 

View From The Top with John M B Strowbridge | MD

Adrian Doyle | Director of Developments
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The Hawthorns Aldridge
CQC Good in All Categories

Safe Good
Effective Good
Caring Good 
Responsive Good
Well-led Good

Overall
Good

Adelaide Care Home
CQC Good in All Categories

Safe Good
Effective Good
Caring Good 
Responsive Good
Well-led Good

Overall
Good

Grove Park Care Home
CQC Good in All Categories

Safe Good
Effective Good
Caring Good 
Responsive Good
Well-led Good

Overall
Good

The Hawthorns Aldridge
After only being opened 19 months ago, CQC were 
impressed with the dignity and care the residents were 
given at The Hawthorns Aldridge. Thanks to the marvellous 
work from all the team, The Hawthorns achieved Good in all 
categories for its first ever CQC rating.

Adelaide Care Home
Adelaide Home Manager Shiella Davies has turned a 
Good overall, from a previous inspection, to a Good in all 
categories this year from CQC. Shiella has worked incredibly 
hard with the whole team and this was reflected when 
the Well-led category was improved to Good. The CQC 
were impressed with how well the staff supported both the 
residents and one another.

Grove Park Care Home
In April, Grove Park was inspected and was found to have 
excelled with a Good in all categories. After being rated 
as Requiring Improvement in last year’s first inspection, 
it’s great to see Grove Park all green! This assessment 
has really showcased how Home Manager, Lisa Turnbull, 
and her team have turned the home around.

C Q C  R O U N D - U P

Care & Quality
The very sad loss of life in the recent terrorist attacks and 
the Grenfell Tower fire have led many to reflect on what is 
important to them and the things they value most in life. 
Our residents are no different and we should be mindful 
that quality of life means different things to different people. 

Do you know what your residents really value and wish 
for and can we help them achieve that? When was the 
last time that each resident felt the breeze on their face 
or walked barefoot on the grass if they are able, felt the 
summer rain, smelt the flowers, watched their favourite 
movie, listened to their favourite piece of music or had 
friends round for a coffee or for a pint of beer? All of these 
things we take for granted as part of normal everyday life 
but they may not be so easy when living in a care home.

Supporting our residents quality of life is an essential 
part of what we do. This is reflected in the Avery Optimise 
Quality model which has 4 aspects – Quality of Life, Care, 
Leadership and Management and Environment. In order 
for us to provide a quality service all four aspects are 
important; we measure and evidence our success with 
these via our quality audits, significant events, customer 
feedback and via the quality indicators or metrics that we 
collect every month. We have also recently introduced two 
Well-being measures, one for residents with frailty and one 
for residents living with dementia. These measures are 
very important as they help us to demonstrate the great 
care and outcomes that we achieve and the positive effect 
that this has on our residents lives. They also assist in 
achieving good and outstanding CQC inspection results.

Many of the initiatives that we are introducing are aimed 
at supporting quality of life. These include our Well-being 
model and outdoor theme for the year, our “Food for 
Thought” and the life-story work for people living with 
dementia as part of our ReConnect strategy, described 
elsewhere in this magazine.

So my question to all our team members is – What 
did you do today that made a difference to our residents 
quality of life?

Sandra Stark | Director of Care and Quality
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 | Social Media Success | Camilla Raca - Marketing Assistant & Helen Bates - On-line Marketing Assistant

 | Visit our Facebook pages by searching for your Avery Care Home name

Have Fun with Facebook
At Avery, we want to encourage 
everyone to get involved in posting 

great stories about our residents on 
Facebook (those who have signed media 
permission forms). After another great 
month of Facebook posts, it seems that 
yet again birthdays were a huge hit.

A video of resident Jennie celebrating 
her 104th birthday at Highcliffe Care 
Home certainly caught everyone’s 
attention, coming first place in our Top 
Ten Facebook Posts for May. Jennie 
became ‘Facebook Famous’, with her 
video that was seen by over 52,000 
people, when she shared her secret 
to a long and happy life. Her secret? 
“Kindness to others” and to “Live a life 
that’s worth living”. Jennie’s video was so 
successful, it resulted in an interview with 
her local newspaper, where she revealed 
her rich local knowledge and family 
history in Sunderland.

Alder House Care Home in Nottingham 
also celebrated resident Minnie’s 100th 
birthday on Facebook. But they gave 
a personal touch by including Minnie’s 
favourite holiday destination: Benidorm! 
Minnie was also featured in the local 
newspaper following her online success, 
achieving over 2,500 shares and 3,100 
Facebook reactions.

From a quote about a favourite holiday, 
it’s clear that the teams from Alder 
House and Highcliffe took last issue’s 
top tip to heart, finding creative ways of 
posting something they learnt about their 
residents’ lives. 

What wise words do your residents 
have? Little stories often get lost, so 
continue to find ways of showing them 
individual memories.

Our top tip this issue will help everyone 
with creating great posts – keep a steady 
hand! If you’re filming or taking a photo, 
make sure you keep your hands fixed in 
place and film at your eye level. This will 
stop images being blurry or bumpy and 
will immediately improve the quality of 
your footage.

The Managing Director ’s Award

The Managing Director’s Award is awarded to recognise service, by a member of staff, to our residents that goes above and 
beyond the normal call of duty. A recent award was made to:

Richard Sanders is a 
maintenance person at  
Acorn Lodge who goes “above 
and beyond the call of duty”!  
He has consistently impressed 
his team and the Avery 
management with excellent 

maintenance standards, so it was no surprise to them when 
he was duly recognised with the Managing Directors Award.

Richard is not only dedicated to his day-to-day role, but also 
provides the home with constant cover when not on duty, 

even visiting the home on Christmas Day & Boxing Day when 
there was a problem with the heating system to make sure the 
residents kept warm.

Richard regularly supports senior managers, assisting with 
Inductions for newly appointed maintenance operatives and is 
regularly requested by estates managers to consult and assist 
with maintenance records.

Commented Louise Thompson, “Nothing is too much 
trouble for Richard, I have observed him on many occasions 
supporting the home with tasks that may not be maintenance 
to ensure that the service is maintained for the residents”.

Managing Director’s Award

Awarded in recognition of consistently achieving high standards and supporting all areas in 

the home to ensure the service is maintained for residents. 

Providing constant cover whether on duty or not and attending the home at short notice 

year round. Also for supporting new maintenance operatives across the Group as part of 

their induction, sharing skills and knowledge

A real asset to the Avery Group. 

Presented to

Richard Sanders

John Strowbridge, Managing Director
Ian Matthews, Director



ReConnecting with Uniqueness
According to the Alzheimers society there are 850,000 people with dementia in the UK and this is predicted to rise to over 
1 million by 2025, with one person receiving a diagnosis every three minutes. 1 in 6 people over the age of 80 have some form 
of dementia. At Avery Healthcare, we provide a wide range of care services for people with memory problems and have developed 
a new strategy and programme for staff teams to support our residents to live life well; to ensure that we provide the highest quality 
of care, based on research and the best evidence currently available.

People who have memory problems and other cognitive 
difficulties often find themselves becoming progressively 
disconnected from the world around them, as it becomes 
increasingly challenging to maintain relationships and social 
connections without support from others.

The Avery Healthcare ReConnect strategy, for people 
living with dementia, focuses on normalisation to enable individuals 
to live in a familiar, recognisable and dignified homely environment. 
Even though a group of residents with dementia may experience 
some common difficulties, each person with dementia will 
experience the world uniquely. Much depends on a person’s 
remaining level of cognitive function, their current physical and 
mental health, past life experiences and individual personality.

A supportive dementia care environment compensates for all 
of the challenges that an individual with dementia may experience. 
Any adaptations that 
an individual may 
require in order 

to continue to enjoy living in their home is carefully considered, 
to ensure that a resident does not become more confused 
or anxious.

Everyone is unique
Person-centred care as a phrase is used almost continually in 
care environments to describe high quality care. However, without 
knowing an individual, it is not possible to provide care in a truly 
person-centred way.

A human being is “made up” of many different aspects and 
elements, each of which play an 
important part in forming 
the complete person. 
When planning 
and caring for 
an individual, 
each part of the 
person must 

Jo Crossland | Head of Dementia Care
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According to the Alzheimers 
society there are 850,000 people 
with dementia in the UK and 
this is predicted to rise to 
over 1 million by 2025

be considered in order for us to achieve real person-centred care. 
An essential element of caring for a resident in person-centred 
way is understanding the persons’ previous life experiences.

The ethos of the Avery Healthcare approach is to ReConnect 
residents with their existing and established lives rather than 
simply creating a new one. Life Story Work is a useful way 
of helping staff teams to understand more about a person. 
Knowing something of the life story of a resident can help people 
to engage with an individual in a meaningful and interesting 
way. It also makes it easier to understand and support some 
of the actions and reactions that a person may express, 
as they try to make sense of a world that is becoming 
increasingly unfamiliar, enabling staff to provide the right 
level of person-centred support.

Life Story Boards
There are many ways of recording a person’s life story. 
Life story picture boards combine pictures or photographs 
of places or items that, for whatever reason, may be 
significant to the person, with an explanation of the 
memories that are attached to these images. When 
displayed on the resident’s bedroom wall, a visual 
overview of a person’s life story is created, which 

provides opportunities for staff and families to connect and 
ReConnect with the resident in a meaningful way, and to 
stimulate discussion and recollection of happy times and positive 
memories. To compliment the story board, a personal memory 
box contains objects and items that have some special relevance 
to the person, e.g. recipe cards for a keen baker or old football 
programmes for a football enthusiast. These are used to prompt 
conversations and support reminiscence based discussions.

Life story boards and personal memory boxes are a key part 
of the ReConnect Programme and have already demonstrated 
positive benefits for residents, relatives and staff.

An example of Life Story Work - 
a picture of a life story board 
The daughter of an Alder House Resident commented 
“The idea of this board was mentioned a few months 
ago. Not knowing exactly what to expect I was 
speechless and rather emotional when I saw it.  
What a Brilliant story…

“You managed to sum up Mum without any input 
from myself, showing just how much you get to know 
the residents. The board sums up my old mum and 
everything that made her who she is. She loved 
looking at the photos while being told all about it. 
She may not remember the board tomorrow but 
the look in her eyes was priceless. The story board 
will be a talking point for many years to come.

Thank you so much for creating a treasure. 
Well done Claire -  you are a credit to the residents 
of Alder House and Avery.”
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A Sense of Well-being. 
Opening Doors to Possibilities
A Sense of Well-being. 
Opening Doors to Possibilities

« MOVERS ‘N’ SHAKERS »

Julie Drew | Head of Well-being and Activity

The great outdoors offers a whole host of 
opportunities to maintain a healthy lifestyle 
and boost Well-being levels. Whether it’s a 
gentle stroll in the local park or taking part 
in some energetic gardening, the outdoors 
provides a simple and accessible way to 
stay active. Taking part in outdoor activities 
is also a good way to boost oxygen levels 
which improves concentration, whilst 
sunlight is a great source of vitamin D 
to help keep bones healthy.

Being close to nature can have a very 
positive impact on our mental health 
too. Caring for plants and animals can 
bring a shared sense of purpose and 
responsibility in nurturing the wonderful 

planet we live on. Green spaces can 
also have a calming effect on the 
senses, providing time for relaxation 
and reflection, whilst enjoying a cuppa 
or meal outside in the garden is a lovely 
way to share time with family and friends.

If it’s fun and adventure you’re after, 
then the great outdoors is the place to 
be. At Avery, we 
are always looking 
to offer innovative 
and exciting ways 
for residents 
to enjoy what 
outdoor life has 
to offer.

Here at Avery, we are proud of the friendly working environments 
created by our homes. Each home is like a family where we 
welcome people who share in our organisation’s vision and 
values, nurturing and developing our staff to provide exemplary 
care, putting residents at the heart of everything we do.

Another quarter has passed, with more new faces joining 
the Avery team. We are pleased to welcome our new 
colleagues and look forward to sharing in success and 
supporting you through your Avery journey:

Celia Lee: Celia joins Avery as Regional Manager, providing 
support to our homes in the South of England. Celia is vastly 
experienced having worked at all levels within in the care 
industry including; Team Leader, Manager and Regional 
Manager. Celia has a passion for dogs with five small dogs 
and a Rottweiler named Molly.

Tina Walstrom: Tina joins Avery as Home Manager of our 
Knowle Gate Care Home (Knowle). Tina has spent 26 of 
her 28 years’ experience in the care sector in managerial 
positions managers posts including; Regional Manager; 
Registered Manager and Project Manager for a number of 

organisations and a wide variety of different services, 
all working with older adults.

Lukasz Tomaszewski-Bustos: Lukasz joins Avery as Home 
Manager of our Acer House Care Home (Weston-super-
Mare). After leaving school Lukasz immediately ventured in 
to Nursing where he studied for 4 ½ years. Throughout his 
extensive Nursing career, Lukasz achieved his LMCS Level 4 
which has led him in to Home Management within both nursing 
and residential settings. Outside of managing Acer House 
Lukasz enjoys cooking, baking and is currently completing a 
qualification in Aesthetic medical treatments.

Opportunities at Avery
We believe Avery’s homes are a truly great place to work. 
If you want to access good career opportunities and help 
to improve the quality of people’s lives, then we would love 
to hear from you. We have a number of great opportunities 
to join our teams across the UK.

For details of our current vacancies, visit:
jobs.averyhealthcare.co.uk

Robert Prince | Recruitment & Engagement Manager
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Sharon Winfield | Director of Operations

Acer Court Scores a 5!
Acer Court was recently inspected by their local authority, 

Nottingham County Council, and were delighted to find they 
have received the highest score of Level 5 banding, illustrating 
the high quality of the team and services at the home.

The report took into account a thorough review of specific 
standards and assessed Acer Court to be a Quality Band 5, 
having clearly met them all.

Manager Catherine Bower was delighted with the result and 
explained that the team at Acer Court is totally committed to 
delivering “person centred care”, had clearly demonstrated 
their efficient and professional approach, fully engaging with 
their residents. “Nothing is too much trouble for our team” 
commented Catherine.

Residents and their families regularly comment that the home 
has a family-friendly environment which is evident from the 
moment you walk through the door, with smiles, laughter and a 
warm and welcoming feel.

Recreation and Well-being is a big focus for Acer Court and 
the dedication of Linda Harrison culminated in her winning the 
2017 East Midlands - Care Home Activity Coordinator Award,  
a huge achievement. As for Acer Court residents, they really  
do appreciate it: “The Staff are marvellous, I love it” said one,  
“I’m so lucky to be here”.

Nurse Revalidation
At Avery Healthcare, we value our nurses and the great work 
that they do every day supporting our residents and families 
and leading our care teams. We strive to attract and retain 
the very best nurses and are committed to their professional 
development. During the spring of 2016, the Nursing and 
Midwifery Council (NMC) introduced revalidation which aims to:
• Strengthen public confidence in nurses and midwives 
• Raise awareness of the Code and professional standards 

expected of nurses
• Provide nurses with an opportunity to be able to reflect on 

the Code in relation to their practice and therefore show that 
they are using the Code daily.

• Encourage nurses to stay up-to-date within their professional 
practice by developing new skills and reflecting on practice.

• Encourage an open, honest culture, based on reflection, 
sharing and improvement.

• Encourage engagement in professional networks.

The NMC now requires that nurses revalidate every three 
years in order to continue practising. This includes not only 
completion of 450 practice hours and 35 hours professional 
development over three years but development of evidence 

including case studies, testimonials 
and reflective accounts.

In addition to the range of 
training and development 
modules available for nurses, 
Avery Healthcare has developed 
a one day course for all nurses, 
to support them with the evidence requirements and to 
network with other colleagues and share good practice. All 
nurses also receive a free Professional Portfolio where all their 
evidence can be held, and we have a supportive process for 
professional development planning, appraisal and confirmation 
that the requirements have been met.

This has helped all of our nurses to date to revalidate 
successfully, which assures our residents that they have all 
met their professional practice requirements and are able to 
practice safely and effectively.

“I attended this course and found it really useful. I was aware 
that all the information I needed could be accessed via the 
NMC on-line portal, but being able to discuss it with colleagues 
and the training team was a real plus for me“ said Hanford 
Court Home Manager, Nina Khan.

Avery Healthcare
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On 9th September, 25 Avery 
Angels will be joining over 
2,000 others taking part in 
the Thames Bridge 25km 
Trek, raising funds for the 
Alzheimer’s Society.

The Avery Angels team 
was set up by Director of 

Operations, Sharon Winfield, 
who is also completing the 
challenge. There is a real 
positive focus on the event 
with home staff, central support 

staff and families all in full training 
ready for the trek. The Angels journey sets 

off near Putney Bridge, Fulham where they will head East towards 
the city, following a signed route to zig-zag over 16 of London’s 
historic bridges, taking in all the spectacular views from these 
vantage points. There will be a mid-point stop in Vauxhall for 
some light refreshments, and a rest before they set off again for 
the finish line past Tower Bridge in Southwark.

Lindsey Scott-Walker, Customer Engagement Manager, 
commented “Let’s hope it’s only the Millennium Bridge that’s 
wobbly and not our legs, as there will still be 3 more bridges to 
cross before we get to the finish line!”

Having worked in the sector for many years Sharon Winfield 
is keen to support the charity and to raise funds to support the 
great work the Society does. The money raised will help fund 
more research to support the growing older population and the 
increase in people diagnosed with this disease.

Avery New Management  
Contract Homes

Avery Angels to 
Support Alzheimer’s

Outfits including bright blue Tutu’s are in design, training is underway and fundraising has started; 
so please support us by visiting the Just Giving page and making a donation 

www.justgiving.com/teams/avery-angels

1st March 2017 saw Avery Healthcare secure a contract for 
new homes which will come under the Avery management 
wing; Knowle Gate in Knowle, Warwickshire and Pemberley 
House in Basingstoke, Hampshire. Both homes offer nursing, 
residential and dementia care.

Knowle Gate is a new home which opened its doors to the 
public in the summer of 2016 and is already a home of choice 
in the area. It offers contemporary facilities including sensory 
interactive gardens, cinema, bistro and a hair and beauty salon. 
Overlooking green fields, it is located near the picturesque village 
of Knowle, within easy reach of the M42.

Pemberley House is a well-established, purpose built home that 
delivers truly exceptional care. Set in the heart of Basingstoke, 
overlooking a wood and beautiful landscaped garden, it is a 
peaceful location and the resident’s make good use of the balconies.

Road and rail links to the town are excellent which makes visiting 
loved ones easy and convenient, and the town centre is less than 
half a mile away. Basingstoke boasts excellent culture with two 
theatres and excellent shopping and leisure facilities.

Avery are delighted to welcome the new members of the team 
and are looking forward to supporting them through the transition 
into Avery policies and procedures.

Knowle Gate | Knowle, Warwickshire
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G I H V X F D R Z J S X V L J T S E S D X S T I K

N V W O P V Z K D Y W T E C N U U V R M P X H S N

I R L A L L N H G N I H S I F L L L J R K C C N W

N P I C N I C D X V M W H B B H D Y I L W R Z F W

E A F Y R U D Q B N M P G F F N B N K D J Q P C I

D K K Q A U F A F I I A L I B R K V A O B P L M K

R G B B T X F P Y Q N Z Z Q R L T F G V I Q B O S

A S S A R G A X N S G I U S E S S A L G N U S S I

G M L G X D P E R Z A W J R W Z G N V C F B D Q I

I O K Q I C E F D G Z U S W E W E I E L H C C U O

E C I B A R B E C U E Q B Z I O S V M G Z S T I W

R F G Y C S S G X V S S E N L U A G R A Q K M T H

S H Y S F E I A W Q T E W C R R D E H M E Y L O L

V U N V P E S D R C R N X W Z K E V N A Q R M E A

T U N D I B T T N B Q K Z E I N Q U O H Y M C S Q

S Q I T G W R F U O U I D P W W Q B E J V I P X G

K K O E A E R A F C L I K P R Q N E J D E M W U X

J J F I H N A C H S D E W Q U Q G A J K P B Z Y M

S L Y P A K R B Y B B N M B N Z D C M O Y A S R Q

I L Z O B Z H X I T P C H R F Y I H R A V Y O L G

R L A U S G Z C L S E X L G E L C C X Y S D M M J

L R L D Z F Y V F U Q B I Q M T C O G J V N A D L

I C P F N C N E Q G M T H O L N A V G B U U H K O

M N C O L A F H B U C O S U V F H W I O I J Z A W

E O Y E L N S P S A T X I X X B T G O L F D S H E
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9

10 11

12 13 14 15

16

17 18 19 20

21 22

23 24

CROSSWORD

Across

1. Dock (5)

4. Sore (7)

8. Rubbish (7)

9. Sacred song (5)

10. Boulders (5)

11. Sincere (7)

12. Real (6)

14. Blemished (6)

17. Ancient Japanese warrior (7)

19. Concur (5)

21. Ashen (5)

22. Before (7)

23. Least difficult (7)

24. Viper (5)

Down

1. Bet (5)

2. Fruit (7)

3. Emblems (5)

4. Fragments (6)

5. Endanger (7)

6. Fire (5)

7. Restricted (7)

12. Relieve of blame (7)

13. Abbreviate (7)

15. Concerned (7)

16. Straightforward (6)

18. Relocates (5)

19. Main artery (5)

20. Mistake (5)
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE - Can you spot the 9 differences between the two images below.
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3 5 9 4 8

9 8 3

4 6 5 1

7 4

2 6

1 5

8 9 2 7

9 5 2

6 1 4 5 3

1 2 9 8 7 6

3 8

5 7 2 4 9 1

4

8 2 6 5 7

1 8

3 2 7 1

9 1 4

6 2 5

÷ + 9

× + ×

+ × 12

- + -

+ + 22

-3 13 23

÷ + 3

- + -

+ × 33

- - +

+ - 14

-4 3 -2

MATH SQUARE

- Try to fill in the missing numbers
- Use numbers 1 through 9 to complete the equations
- Each number is only used once

- Each row is a math equation. Work from left to right
- Each column is a math equation. Work from top  

to bottom.

SUDOKU

- Fill the other empty cells with numbers  
between 1 and 9

- Number can appear only once on each row

- Number can appear only once on each column
- Number can appear only once on each region.
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Advanced Carers Programme
It is estimated that there is a current 
shortage of 42,000 nurses in the UK, at 
a time when the demand for their skills 
is rising due to increasing complexity of 
care and an ageing population. At the 
same time many very experienced senior 
care assistants have shown that they are 
able to extend their skills further and are 
looking for career pathways that allow 
them to achieve this.

In order to meet these challenges, 
Avery Healthcare has developed the 

Advanced Carer Programme which 
provides further development for senior 
carers, and additional support for nurses 
enabling them to use their skills and spend 
more time with those residents who need 
more support.

In May we were delighted that thirty-
two talented graduates received their 

Advanced Carer qualification 
from Avery Managing Director,  
John Strowbridge. 

The students have all worked 
very hard to ensure that they were 
successful and were rewarded with 
certificates and badges to recognise 
their achievements. They also receive 
a different uniform and an increase in 
their salary. Now, the fourth cohort of 
the programme has begun and feedback 
from staff, residents and stakeholders on 
the increased skills of the advanced carers 
continues to be very positive.

The Advanced Carer programme has a 
strict selection process, lasts six months 
and consists of both clinical and leadership 
modules which make use of diverse 
training and delivery methods. Assessment 
methods include reflective diaries, 
distance learning, research projects, case 
studies, mentor-ship and observation of 

competencies. There is a strong emphasis 
on practice based training enabling 
students to perfect new skills.

The results have been outstanding  
with a 98% pass rate, with graduates 
clearly demonstrating increased practical 
and leadership skills; this supports  
the delivery of excellent care and 
increased confidence in the service  
for residents, their families and our 
external stakeholders.

Further good news is that the course 
is currently going through a formal 
accreditation process with an awarding 
body to give it an external stamp of 
approval and quality assurance.

“I’m so glad Avery gave me the 
opportunity to complete the ASC 
programme. I will be recommending 
it to everyone back in the home”

“I have learnt so much and feel 
much more confident now in my job”

Shelley Parker-Wain | Head of Training and Development
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Quirky facts 
Did you know? 
• As a tea and coffee loving nation we 

manage to get through approximately 
235million cups every day.

• Tea and coffee consumption may reduce 
iron absorption by as much as 60%.

• Vitamin C is an antioxidant which plays 
a role in collagen formation and helps to 
keep our skin healthy. It’s also important 
in terms of immune system function.

• Vitamin D is produced by your skin 
in response to exposure to ultraviolet 
radiation from natural sunlight

Food For Thought
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Guest Contributors | Simon Lawrence and Davesh Kumar

Refreshing Drinks
A view from the Avery kitchens
The Avery philosophy to food and 
beverage has always been about 
enjoying everything in a balanced 
way and being creative about menus 
and presentation. Good food is one 
of life’s greatest joys and the Food for 
Thought initiative aims to use nutritious 
and innovative recipe ideas in an 
alfresco dining setting. Many of our 
homes already use their gardens to 
grow herbs and edible flowers and this 
initiative takes advantage of the spring 
and summer seasons to enhance the 
overall life style of our residents and 
contribute to their Well-being.

We have developed a range of 
recipes for our talented award-winning 
Chefs so they can produce fabulous 
herbal teas and flavoured waters.  
This not only accompanies our detailed 
approach to nutrition, it encourages 
residents to try a variety of different 
drinks and supports their required 
hydration levels.

As we covered in our Nurture Nature 
initiative, good hydration is key all of 
us when it comes to our overall health. 
It helps with everything from ensuring 
proper circulation and keeping our 
body cool, to removing toxins and 
supporting healing processes; not 
drinking enough fluids may also worsen 
any anxiety symptoms that a person 
may have. When the body is dehydrated 
it struggles to function properly and 
the brain starts to lose focus, making 
it difficult to concentrate and we can 
become confused. It can also prevent 
the release of endorphins that improve 

mood and a sense of Well-being from 
being released properly. 

At the Avery Culinary workshops 
for our Head Chefs have been 
demonstrating how easy it is to 
make a variety of hydration drinks 
and challenging all our chefs with 
practical sessions. We ensure that 
they have a good understanding of 
why good hydration is so important, 
the importance of residents drinking 
at least 6-8 glasses of fluid a day (and 
more in hot weather), and the effects of 
certain health conditions such as kidney 
disease on the body.

This year has seen a second-year 
partnership with Unilever and live 
cooking demonstrations from Simon 
Lawrence and Unilever’s very own 
development chef Paul Wright. Paul 
shared a very interesting recipe they 
have been working on to help reduce 
anxiety; it is based on a Turkish 
recipe called Salep and includes 
ingredients such as rose water, almond 
oil, coconut warm milk and cinnamon. 
(For full recipe options just Search 
‘Salep recipe’).

At some point, you’ll have been told 
to drink a glass of warm milk when 
your nerves are on edge or you need 
to sleep. This tried and trusted advice 
has been given for generations now; 
the warm temperature is said to be 
calming, exerting a soothing effect, 
like sipping hot tea, but milk’s 
tryptophan content may be the primary 
reason that it’s so effective. Tryptophan 
is an amino acid that’s converted into 

a feel-good neurotransmitter known 
as Serotonin. Having high levels of 
Serotonin not only helps to improve 
your mood, it can help you feel calm 
and collected too.

As you can see working as a chef 
for Avery Healthcare not only requires 
care, compassion and excellent craft 
skills, it also requires a thoughtful 
approach to food and beverages, 
not just for special dietary requirements 
but also to support the general Well-
being of all of our residents.

Watch out for an in-depth report 
from our Culinary workshops coming 
soon with interviews from a very 
special guest!

Food For Thought
Mocktail
Lemon and Lime Sherbet Ice

Serves 5 (glasses)

I lime 
3 large lemons 
200g caster sugar
550ml water

Scrub the lemons and lime, then 
grate the zest into a pan. Add the 
sugar with 550ml water. Bring to 
the boil, then simmer for 5 mins. 
Remove from the heat and stir in 
the citric acid.

When cool, add the lemon juice. 
Pour into small plastic tumblers 
and freeze until the mixture is 
slushy. Stir really well, put a straw 
in the centre of each tumbler 
and freeze until solid, allow to 
slowly melt so it can be sucked 
through a straw.
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With our Al Fresco Picnics for National Care Home Open Day and the fantastic 
photos from Armed Forces Day being some of our best successes in June, we also 
wanted to reflect on our care homes’ fantastic efforts for our Forget Me Not event.

On 20th May, our homes welcomed in friends, family and the public to help 
raise money for the Alzheimer’s Society, raising an astounding £5,000 for the 

charity. Homes organised bake sales, sipped on herbal teas and enjoyed 
refreshments as they fund-raised, putting on a huge range of fun activities that included Viking 

visits and Bollywood dancing! We also handed out Forget Me Not seeds to everyone who 
joined in with our events, so everyone could grow their own memories of the day.

The Alzheimer’s Society are the only UK charity investing in research into dementia care, 
cause, cure and prevention. They are committed to spending £150 million on cutting-edge 
research over the next decade. Every project they fund directly addresses the needs and 
concerns of people living with dementia. 
Lloyd Butcher, Community Fund-raiser, Alzheimer’s Society said: “Dementia is set to be 

the 21st century’s biggest killer, with someone developing it every three minutes, and there’s 
currently no cure. I would like to thank Avery Healthcare for their fantastic support at their care 

homes up and down the country during Dementia Awareness Week. The money raised will help 
us provide information and support, improve care, fund research, and create lasting change for 
people affected by dementia.”

A huge thank you goes out across all Avery homes for raising such a fabulous amount -  
it’s great to see everyone get involved.

Avery Raises an Incredible £5,000 
During Dementia Awareness Week
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Many people within Avery have asked us about 
The Hawthorns services, so we thought we’d take 
this opportunity to explain a bit more about their 
offering. The Hawthorns communities are for active 
retirees who wish to live independently in their own 
apartment, but without all the usual worries of bills, 
property and garden maintenance, housekeeping, 
food shopping and cooking. They are communities 
of like-minded people and friends who all want to 
have time to enjoy the good things in life. 

All built around a hotel style service, there is 
a waitress served restaurant, free café, weekly 
housekeeping, and support from staff and an 
emergency call system for peace of mind. An active 
Well-being programme supports new and existing hobbies  
and to help residents to live healthier for longer, with regular  
trips out in the private mini coach.

Having had a wide range of careers before retirement our 
residents have a wealth of knowledge and experience to share and 
many play a very active part in the local community in everything 
from charity work to being a local councillor.

We recently visited some retirement living sites in Canada,  
where retirement living is more established than in the UK, to 
see what we could learn as we develop our new communities. 
Our next The Hawthorns will open soon on the outskirts of 
Northampton, so watch this space for more detail on that and 
other stories from The Hawthorns in future editions.

Sandra Stark | Director of Retirement Living

The Hawthorns Eastbourne
The Hawthorns Braintree
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Resident Spotlight | Graham Horton at Cliftonville Care Home

GRAHAM HORTON | CLIFTONVILLE

SPOTLIGHT ON 
A RESIDENT

All our residents have experienced the joys and sorrows of 
a full life, and being ‘of a certain age’ it is our residents 
privilege to reminisce on a life well lived. For me personally 
it is one of the great perks of my job that I am able to share 
in those reminiscences and re-live the past with our residents, 
sometimes in quite fascinating, crystal clear detail. 

Graham Horton is a resident in our Cliftonville Care Home 
in Northampton. We caught up with Graham recently as part of 
our on-going efforts to capture more of what our residents have 
to share and to commit to video their reflections on past times.

He picks up his story in 1947 when economic uncertainty and 
two particularly harsh winters in ‘46 and ‘47 persuaded him that 
a career in the RAF would not only give him a steady income but 
afford some fresh and exciting opportunities in warmer climes! 

Graham started his RAF career as an electrician but soon felt 
that his calling lay elsewhere, so he pursued his love of music 
and became a bandsman.

“My role was one of entertainment and boosting the morale 
of troops by playing the French Horn. I learnt my trade at the 
RAF School of Music in Uxbridge; it was something you were 
encouraged to do in the RAF if you had the talent to play. They 
were desperate for bandsmen, or should I say musicians, as 
they had four bands that were continuously on tour or attending 
ceremonial events”.

The venerable Royal Tournament in Earls Court was a regular 
fixture that Graham recalls with fondness. “The Queen would visit 
and we would get to do something a little different. Ceremony 
and marching in step is one thing but performing to a crowd of 
thousands is quite another”.

Graham feels blessed. Prior to joining the RAF, he had had a 
brief flirtation with the Army and at the advent of the Korean War 
was in real danger of being conscripted into this ugly theatre. 
Luckily his choice of joining the RAF proved to be a prescient  
one as he was then able to conveniently sidestep conscription  
to this war altogether. Graham also recalled how lady luck had 
also smiled upon him at the outbreak of WW2, being only 16,  
he had narrowly missed being sucked into Dunkirk and WW2. 
How differently things may have turned out for him.

Graham also spoke passionately about the situation that  
many of today’s soldiers are now confronting upon leaving  
the armed forces, and the lack of support and certainty that 
many face upon returning to “civvy street”. He felt that attitudes 
had to change and that Help for Hero’s (a charity that Avery 
proudly supported on Armed Forces Day) had done much  
to address this.

By the 60’s the RAF had 11 bands, most stationed overseas 
and the opportunity to tour abroad was just too much of a 
temptation for Graham. Three tours followed in the next decade 
and Graham reflected on the humour and camaraderie that 
seemed to be a part of being a showman and bandsman.

“On a trip to Hong Kong for the Queen’s birthday parade we 
had a director of music, an ex-marine, who had a particular 
penchant for big band music. Everything was played standing up 
and we were up and down all-night long. I got cramp and couldn’t 
get up so I had to stay seated for the rest of the show while all my 
colleagues belted out this big band music.”

Graham feels lucky to have pursued his love of the French 
Horn, whilst serving his country and seeing the world.

“But sadly, my hearing has gone so I don’t really have much to 
do with music anymore. 30 years of live band music has taken 
its toll, but what memories, what memories. I wouldn’t have done 
anything else.”
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SATURDAY 24TH JUNE
WAS SUPPORTED BY  

AVERY HEALTHCARE

#SALUTEOURFORCES
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Adam Haigh | Aire View Head Chef
Adam Haigh is Head Chef at Avery Aire View Care Home in Leeds and, 
in a word, nothing is too much for trouble for Adam and his culinary team!

Starting his career by studying for four 
years at Wakefield College, Adam 
achieved an NVQ Level 3 Diploma in 
Professional Cookery and a Professional 
Diploma in Patisserie.

Adam’s career commenced with Avery 
Health Care in 2009 as Kitchen Assistant. 
By incorporating his new craft skills, within 
only a few months, his passion for good 
food and eagerness to learn had been 
noticed and rewarded with promotion to 
Sous Chef. Hard work, forward thinking 
and a desire to always be one step ahead 
paid dividends when Adam was promoted 
to Head Chef in 2012.

Now established as a strong leader, 
Adam is successfully managing the Aire 
View Culinary Department with a strong 
maturity, regularly attending a range of 
training courses and passing on his skills 
and knowledge to his team, spending time 
developing their presentations skills.

Adam’s passion rubs off onto his team 
and it is clear that they are well led, happy 
and enthusiastic; they are well aware that 
they are making a huge difference to the 
residents dining experiences with their 
fabulous offerings and excellent service. 

Aire View regularly hold resident’s 
culinary meetings where Adam gains 
feedback to support new ideas, 
remembering all the residents by their 
first name. He is consistently polite, 
professional and kind, accompanying the 

meetings with an array of homemade 
delicacies – so you can imagine how 
popular he is!

The day-to-day role of Head Chef 
is to lead the culinary team in 
preparing a wide range of 
beverages and delicious 
homemade food, and at Aire 
View it is delivered with a 
spoonful of laughter. The role 
also oversees challenging 
food scenarios having to 
ensure textured, modified 
diets are correct. At Avery, 
we have a Culinary Concept 
which Adam has embraced 
by developing menus which 
are thoughtful, seasonally 
appetising, nutritious, well-
presented and traditional yet 
international. Adam also 
takes the lead in 

ensuring that the highest standards of food 
safety are met and that he maintains the 
current Five Star excellent rating from the 
Environmental Health Department.

In a typical week Adam will meet with 
multiple local suppliers and strive to 
always bring in fresh products to utilise 
on a daily basis; to this end he has 
initiated a new project in collaboration with 
his Well-being and Activity Coordinator to 

create a herb garden and edible flower 
plot to support the Well-being and lifestyle 
of the residents.

Group Culinary Manager Simon Lawrence 
commented, “It is rare to find a classically 
trained Chef that cares so much about the 
residents, yet provides such a wide variety 
of beautifully presented food. Adam always 
impresses me with his ability to consistently 
bring so much creativity to his role”.

View from the Front Line

Hard work, forward thinking and a 
desire to always be one step ahead 
paid dividends when Adam was 
promoted to Head Chef in 2012
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Residents and Staff at Clayton 
Manor in Congleton, Cheshire are 
absolutely delighted with the recent 
refurbishment of their home!

Clayton Manor has been owned  
by Avery Healthcare for two years and 
whilst it was purpose built twenty years 
ago, Avery wanted to bring a new  
lease of life and quality to the design  
of the home. The result has been a 
dramatic improvement.

November 2016 to April this year saw 
the major refurbishment and redesign 
of Clayton Manor’s gardens and interior 
communal areas. The aim was to create 
much more space, light and themed 
environments. The project involved 
removing walls, redesigning rooms and 
major decoration; this created a new 
Café Bar, Hair Salon, Garden Room and 
luxuriously decorated lounges and dining 
rooms in all three units.

The major challenge for the project was 
the full residency during the four months 
of major building work. Great care had to 
be taken to keep staff and residents safe 

and minimise inconvenience, especially 
during the replacement of 120 windows.

Project Manager Steve Goodman 
explained that by considering all 
space available, a smart approach 
was taken to create a lighter, warmer 
and more enjoyable home. “We even 
partially converted a large, rarely used 
maintenance room into a modern café 
bar for families to meet and share time” 
Steve said.

Home Manager Nicki Oliver credits the 
teams proactive approach with involving 
residents and their families with the plans, 
from the beginning they shared ideas 
and designs, then regularly updated them 
updated throughout the project. She 
explained that residents and family are 
so engaged with their new surroundings, 
they are now forming their own 
committee, with some even volunteering 
as Team Room Assistants.

Nicki said “It is wonderful to see people 
making such great use of our social 
spaces. The garden room has been 
especially popular with our new French 

windows that open into our woodland 
garden. Its smiles all round now!

A son of a resident said: “The new 
coffee area has especially been a benefit, 
it is so nice to sit and have coffee and 
cake with our mother. I would also like to 
thank the staff who are always extremely 
helpful, cheerful and welcoming.

Home of the Quarter
Sharon Winfield | Director of Operations

IT Security - Vigilance, caution and care is key!
You may have seen in the media 

recently a serious IT issue 
effecting the NHS which 

underlines the importance of 
strong security measures. 

In March, Microsoft 
released a patch (security update) to stop the potential spread 
of the WannaCry virus. The ‘worm’ (virus) had the ability to 
pass unrestricted between computers, utilising unpatched 
‘holes’ in the operating system.

This WannaCry virus affected over 33 NHS trusts in May, 
its effectiveness was due to inappropriately secure computers 
and laptops. The NHS IT department had failed to run the latest 
security updates in a timely fashion, meaning the virus was 
able to spread. The virus was activated by someone within 
the trust clicking on a malicious link contained within a 
SPAM email. This highlights the importance of always 
allowing your computer to shutdown fully whilst installing 
any security updates!

The Avery IT Department currently looks after in excess of 
700 desktops, servers, laptops and mobile devices. We have  

a dedicated department responsible for maintaining the 
security and integrity of the Avery IT network, including the 
provision of emails, accounting systems and the Avery Intranet. 

Our goals are to ensure seamless and robust security to 
protect our confidential systems and data. To achieve this goal, 
we run Windows updates, as required by Microsoft, on a nightly 
basis. Whilst sometimes this may delay the shutting down of 
computers, by design, this will ensure the Avery network is 
continually secured, stopping an incident similar to that seen 
in the NHS.

As we take security very seriously, we work with a group of 
industry leading products, including an award-winning Antivirus 
and Malware software called ESET; this constantly protects our 
computers with real time scanning and firewall protection and 
Malwarebytes which includes real time Ransomware, Adware 
and Malware protection. Whilst we are putting every possible 
measure in place, vigilance, caution and care is key.

If you are a member of staff and unsure of anything  
relating to IT, please call our dedicated support team on  
0800 566 8888 or email support@averyhealthcare.co.uk 
Mick Sheehan – IT Director.
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Our amazing people - Debbie Rowley
St. Giles Nursing Home was acquired by Avery in 2015 in 
need of refurbishment and investment to meet the standards 
of Avery homes.

Debbie Rowley then joined Avery as St Giles Home Manager 
in January 2016.

Debbie’s background is a nursing career spanning thirty 
years, starting in nursing homes in 1995 and with a wealth of 
experience of dealing with the many challenging situations, 
turning them around to achieve a Good rating with the CQC. 

Debbie says that she has a strong vision of St Giles becoming 
an outstanding home with strong local and professional support.

With the support of her Regional Manager, Debbie invested 
time, gaining the confidence of the local professionals and 
slowly worked on creating a positive culture, embedding Avery 
systems within the home. She also introduced residents input 
into their daily activities.

In July 2016, Faye Sofroniou joined the team as Deputy 
Manager. A Registered Mental Health Nurse Faye started her 
nursing home career, predominately working on units where 
resident’s main needs were based on their diagnosis of 
dementia. Faye shared Debbie’s vision for St Giles and they 
have worked in unison developing and supporting their team.

The home has recently been accepted for the GSF 
programme and a recent CCG inspection scored 97.18%, 
a huge success.

Debbie & Faye credit their success to strong leadership, being 
hands-on and a physical part of the team which enables them  
to coach skills, demonstrate standards and lead from the front.

“We believe we 
have a home where 
people aspire to 
work and develop 
their careers” 
said Faye. “I have 
learned a lot from 
working with such 
an experienced 
Home Manager, 
we share the 
same interest in 
ensuring the  
best care is 
provided on  
a daily basis.”



Calling all
 Gardeners

BIG 
 PRIZES 

TO BE W
ON!

Celebrate nature and the great outdoors and join us for

Avery in Bloom
If you have a love of gardening, an eye for colour, an artistic flair or simply 

want to join in the fun then this is the competition for you!



SATURDAY 5TH AUGUST
FROM 2.00PM IN ALL  
AVERY CARE HOMES

Come along to our Beach Party Themed Open Day to enjoy  
seaside snacks, summer refreshments and fun activities.

You are warmly invited to join us for our

 Beside the Seaside

Beach 
      Party


